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Firm-level and
aggregate output
volatility

The volatility of key economic variables

affects the decisions of firms and

households in a variety of ways. Ob-

taining a deeper understanding of

how volatility patterns evolve and

which factors determine such develop-

ments is therefore of great interest

from an economic perspective. Many

of the studies on macroeconomic vola-

tility focus on aggregate variables,

thus disregarding the firm level, at

which the decisions that form the basis

of the macroeconomic findings are

taken. The present article is therefore

the first of its kind to examine this di-

mension of volatility for the German

economy and distinguishes two types

of volatility. Purely firm-specific volatil-

ity changed only very little between

1974 and 2005. However, volatility that

includes the response of individual

firms’ business activity to the macro-

economic environment or to economic

structural changes was trending down-

wards, thus also matching the volatility

profile of aggregate output. However,

the abrupt end to the falling-volatility

period due to the escalation of the

financial crisis has also shown that a

supposedly stable environment can

also have deceptive elements.

Output volatility and economic activity

Economic activity is generally characterised

by ups and downs at both macroeconomic

and microeconomic (ie firm and household)
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levels. Business activity, firms’ investment de-

cisions and households’ consumption, to name

a few examples, are all affected by such fluc-

tuations.

Economically speaking, such volatility cannot

be regarded as intrinsically bad or good. The

fact that the business cycle and economic de-

velopments are inevitably characterised by a

certain degree of ups and downs often re-

flects a dynamic, changing economy. In the

tradition of Schumpeter’s concept of “cre-

ative destruction”, it is only such change that

can clear the way for the new and thus im-

prove the longer-term outlook for growth.1

At the micro level, the volatility of individual

firms’ sales and profits is often what makes it

possible in the first place for investors to di-

versify the risks in their asset management

decisions.

However, volatility can also generate costs. At

the aggregate level, there has been a long-

standing and animated debate on the rela-

tionship between real sector volatility and

longer-term growth. A raft of empirical stud-

ies – especially cross-sectional analyses of

less-well-developed economies – confirm a

negative link.2 And, even when considering

welfare aspects and given plausible assump-

tions about the preferences of households

and firms, major variations in their economic

circumstances are associated with welfare

costs. Real sector volatility, via the fluctu-

ations in labour and investment income that

usually result, generally impacts negatively on

households’ decisions to smooth consump-

tion over time in an attempt to increase their

long-run overall utility. Moreover, the uncer-

tainty associated with such ups and downs

can adversely affect the consumption deci-

sions of risk-averse households: imperfect in-

surance markets prevent households from

fully shielding their consumption against in-

come fluctuations, and social welfare systems

can pick up only part of the slack. By the

same token, it is quite rational for investors,

facing temporarily large uncertainty about fu-

ture economic developments and thus future

earnings, to put off irreversible investment

decisions for the time being. Other things

being equal, economies with a high level of

cyclical uncertainty may therefore display a

lower level of investment and thus a lower

rate of growth.3

Given that economic fluctuations are one of

the determinants of key macroeconomic de-

velopments, interest in empirical analyses of

economic volatility has been rising strongly

for quite some time. One increasingly popular

strand of research about a phenomenon in

the past few years which is known collectively

as the “Great Moderation” addresses the use

of aggregated volatility measures. Studies

Fluctuations are
characteristic
of key macro-
economic
variables ...

1 See J D�pke (2004), How robust is the empirical link be-
tween business cycle volatility and long-run growth in
OECD countries? International Review of Applied Eco-
nomics, Vol 18, No 1, pp 103-121.
2 See, for instance, V Hnatkovska and N Loayza (2005),
Volatility and growth, in Managing economic volatility
and crises. A practitioner’s guide, J Aizenman and B Pinto
(eds), Cambridge, pp 65-100, as well as P Aghion,
G-M Angeletos, A Banerjee and K Manova (2005), Vola-
tility and growth: credit constraints and productivity-
enhancing investment, NBER Working Paper 11349,
Cambridge MA.
3 By contrast, uncertainty can also create incentives to in-
vest if entrepreneurs are successful in optimising their
output to adjust to a changing environment. However,
econometric studies seem to indicate that uncertainty
mostly dampens investment activity. See Deutsche Bun-
desbank, Uncertainty, freedom of action and investment
behaviour – empirical findings for Germany, Monthly Re-
port, September 2001, pp 71-86.

... and are not
intrinsically
“good” or
“bad”

Deeper under-
standing of
micro volatility
also key to
macroeconomic
issues
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analysing volatility at the microeconomic

level, or firm level, are fewer and further be-

tween. It is, in particular, the volatility of

firms’ activity and the factors influencing it

that provide valuable insights for a host of

issues that are also relevant from a macroeco-

nomic perspective. For instance, households’

ability to smooth consumption hinges on the

availability of alternative ways to diversify

risk. Diversification potential is determined by

the extent to which firm risks are affected by

macroeconomic developments, ie aggregate

and structural developments, which affect a

large number of firms in a similar manner,

and by firm-specific, ie idiosyncratic, factors.

It is crucial in this context that developed and

functioning financial markets enable market

participants to disperse idiosyncratic firm-

level risks. Furthermore, risks are easier to di-

versify if the individual firms respond differ-

ently to macroeconomic developments.

The present article is therefore the first to

analyse firm-level volatility and its key drivers

specifically for Germany. Using the Deutsche

Bundesbank’s Corporate Balance Sheet Statis-

tics, the volatility – captured by the fluctu-

ation of real sales – of an average of up to

30,000 firms per year from various sectors of

the German economy will be analysed cross-

sectionally and in a historical perspective.4

Fluctuations in business activity may be

caused by macroeconomic factors as well as

by firm-specific factors. In particular, given

the debate about the “Great Moderation”, it

is particularly interesting to analyse the de-

terminants of firm-level volatility separately.

Therefore, the volatilities of firm activity which

are based on macroeconomic factors and on

idiosyncratic factors are modelled in the

present article separately and analysed over

time for an extended observation period. This

is followed by an analysis of volatility at the

aggregate level. The article concludes with a

brief look at the influence of the financial cri-

sis – and its causes – on output volatility.

Firm-level output volatility

Firm-level volatility is measured here by the

standard deviation of rates of change in real

sales.5 This measure is also referred to as

“unconditional volatility”. By contrast, “con-

ditional” volatility is based only on the firm-

specific, idiosyncratic component of sales

growth.6 This is based on the idea that firms’

decisions are not only influenced by circum-

stances which affect all firms similarly, such as

price movements in international commodity

and financial markets or domestic and external

aggregate demand, but also depend on firm-

specific factors such as changes in their pro-

duction structures. The idiosyncratic compon-

ent of sales growth is calculated econometric-

ally by adjusting the rates of change of real

firm sales for macroeconomic influences using

a time series regression (see the annex on

pages 46-48). This approach requires a suffi-

ciently long reference period for the estima-

4 For characteristics of the dataset, see Deutsche Bundes-
bank, German enterprises’ profitability and financing –
an analysis based on a new dataset, Monthly Report, Oc-
tober 2005, pp 31-67.
5 Firm sales are adjusted with the sectoral deflators of
gross value added from the national accounts.
6 For more about the methodology see C M Buch,
J D�pke and K Stahn (2009), Great moderation at the
firm level? Unconditional vs. conditional output volatility,
The B E Journal of Economic Analysis & Policy, Contribu-
tions, Vol 9, Issue 1, Article 20, pp 1-25.

Unconditional
and conditional
firm-level
volatility
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tion. Below, conditional volatility will therefore

be analysed for those firms whose sales figures

are available for the entire observation period

– in this case, 1971 to 2007. These firms are

called “long-lived” because they do not enter

or exit the market during this period of busi-

ness activity. Estimates have shown that firms

with low sales growth and low leverage, as

well as large firms and public limited com-

panies, are more likely to belong to this group

of firms (see the annex, pages 46-48). It will be

shown below that both large firms and public

limited companies display a relatively low level

of conditional volatility as well as a relatively

low level of unconditional volatility. In addition,

the sales growth of shorter-lived firms is more

volatile by nature. The volatilities of long-lived

firms, analysed first in this article, are therefore

likely, in a sense, to form a lower bound.

The measure of volatility used with the stand-

ard deviation is not the only available option.

Volatilities in economic activity are usually

determined with their cyclical component.

There are various ways of adjusting the devel-

opment of (aggregate or firm-level) output

variables for their growth trend. One option is

to use a filtering method; however, its specifi-

cation needs to be fitted to the given ob-

served output variable and, in the present

case of a broad analysis of micro data, does

not always produce plausible results. By con-

trast, the standard deviation used here, which

is calculated for the year-on-year change in

output, is a very tractable measurement. The

use of moving time windows captures shifts

in the respective volatilities over time.7 Here,

Firm-level output volatilities *

* Median of  five-year  centred rolling stand-
ard  deviations  of  year-on-year  percentage 
growth in real sales. — 1 Based on the firm-
specific  component  of  sales  growth. — 
2 Total  standard  deviation. —  3 Long-lived: 
37 years, short-lived: six to 36 years.

Deutsche Bundesbank
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By legal form

Public limited firms

Services firms

of which

Manufacturing firms

All firms

Conditional volatility 1

(long-lived firms) 3

Unconditional volatility 2

(long-lived firms) 3

Unconditional volatility
(long and short-lived firms) 3

Percentage points

7 Trend shifts affect the standard deviation inasmuch as it
is not normalised here.

Ways of
measuring
output volatility
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the unconditional volatility and the condition-

al volatility are defined as the rolling standard

deviation of firm sales growth or its idiosyn-

cratic component, centred over a five-year

period.8 The time profile of the firm median,

ie the median of the volatilities calculated for

all firms in a given period, can be interpreted

as the trend pattern of firm-level volatility.

The results show that the conditional volatility

of long-lived firms has changed little over

time. In each decade it averaged 7 percent-

age points. Only during the 1990s was it
1�4 percentage point higher. However, in the

past four years, conditional volatility rose by

just over 1 percentage point, thus showing a

weak trend rise. This is confirmed by microe-

conometric studies which found a trend rise

– albeit a small one – in conditional volatility

for long-lived firms as a whole (see table on

this page and the annex, pages 46-48).

A number of firm-specific conditions come

into consideration as factors influencing the

pattern of conditional volatility. Firm size

probably plays a role. For instance, large firms

are likely to be able to diversify risk more

widely internally, which should tend to damp-

en fluctuations in individual sub-areas and re-

duce overall volatility. The firm’s growth mo-

mentum is also likely to be relevant: rapidly

growing firms might be vulnerable to major

setbacks, which would appear to indicate a

positive relationship between firm growth

and volatility. In addition, inventory behaviour

could influence the volatility of business activ-

ity. Firms attempt to offset fluctuations in de-

mand by keeping inventories of their final

products so that, as the marginal costs of the

production process rise, they can cushion falls

in profits by smoothing their output. Firms’

financing conditions might be an additional

determinant. This is indicated not only by an

analysis of the conditional volatility of firms of

varying legal forms, economic sectors and

size categories but also by empirical studies.

This type of volatility can also be plausibly ex-

plained in the econometric analysis merely by

the idiosyncratic components of firm-specific

factors. In addition, the estimation outcome

is corrected for the effect of looking only at

Factors affecting conditional
volatility o

Regressor
Estimated
coefficient

Idiosyncratic component of ...

... asset growth (t) 0.032***

... asset growth (t-1) 0.014***

... inventory-to-sales (t) – 0.049***

... leverage (t) – 0.000

0/1 dummy for German unification 1 0.000

Linear time trend 0.000***

Inverse Mills ratio 0.026***

Constant 0.201

o Panel estimation with robust standard errors and time, legal
form and sector fixed effects. — 1 Value of 1 for the 1991-1995
period. — ***/ **/ * indicate significance at the 1%/ 5%/ 10%
levels respectively.

Deutsche Bundesbank

8 Although this is shorter than the median length of busi-
ness cycles in Germany, the results of the study are just as
valid for a rolling ten-year observation period.

Conditional
volatility nearly
unchanged ...

... but affected
by several
firm-specific
factors
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long-lived, more stable firms (see the annex,

pages 46-48).9

Several of these potential determinants of

conditional volatility will be examined more

closely below. In many cases, the cross-

sectional dimension – specifically, the ques-

tion as to how these determinants have im-

pacted on volatility across the observed firms

or sectors – is of interest.

The time profile of conditional volatility

shows only slight fluctuations for nearly all

categories of firms. Public limited companies

are the exception: in the 1970s, their condi-

tional volatility was still well below the aver-

age, yet since the early 1990s it has risen by

21�2 percentage points and, in the current dec-

ade, has matched the level of firms of other

legal forms.

Moreover, conditional volatilities also vary

among the individual economic sectors.

Microeconometric studies can shed light on

whether or not these differences are due to

inventory behaviour. At the firm level, the

idiosyncratic component of the ratio between

inventory stocks and sales is used as an indi-

cator. For the manufacturing industry, it is

found that a higher inventory-to-sales ratio is

associated with weaker conditional volatil-

ity.10 The negative relationship indicates that

firms with a generally highly volatile demand

can dampen the impact of such swings

on production by adjusting their inventory

stocks. This finding is consistent with trad-

itional approaches which assume that, at the

micro level, sales exhibit a greater variability

than output and that inventory management

therefore has a countercyclical or stabilising

effect on firms’ business activity.11

As regards the firm size, the conditional vola-

tility of small firms turns out to be larger than

for large firms. This is consistent with the

other results inasmuch as the smaller firms

are likely to belong, above all, to the services

sector. Moreover, the assumption that intern-

al diversification opportunities dampen the

volatility of large firms relative to smaller

firms is confirmed. The influence of firm size

is also supported by the econometric finding

that volatility rises in line with the growth of

firms – measured in terms of the idiosyncratic

part of their total assets.

By contrast, according to the empirical study,

the idiosyncratic leverage of a firm – the ratio

between debt and equity capital adjusted for

macroeconomic influences – has no percep-

tible influence on conditional volatility.

When looking at unconditional volatility,

however, what is striking is that the overall

volatility of long-lived firms is, on average,

9 To do this, the Heckman procedure is used. See J Heck-
man (1976), The common structure of statistical models
of truncation, sample selection, and limited dependent
variables and a simple estimator for such models, Annals
of Economic and Social Measurement, Vol 5, pp 475-
492.
10 The estimation used total inventory stocks. Moreover,
in the balance sheet information it is impossible to de-
termine whether the finished goods therein are self-
produced or purchased from other firms.
11 It is also assumed that the covariance of sales and in-
ventory changes is negative. See E Langmantel (2005),
Identifying the German inventory cycle. A multivariate
structural time series approach using survey data, Journal
of Economics and Statistics (Jahrb�cher f�r National�ko-
nomie und Statistik), Vol 225, Issue 1, pp 675-687. This
theory is supported by the empirical finding that, for the
firms analysed here, the firm median of the (unadjusted)
inventory-to-sales ratios is declining over time. See the
annex (pp 46-48) for more information.

Conditional
volatility and
legal form, ...

... inventory
behaviour, ...

... firm size, ...

... and
financing
conditions

Unconditional
volatility down
perceptibly
over time
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2 percentage points higher than conditional

volatility. Moreover, it becomes clear that the

unconditional volatility has declined notice-

ably. During the second half of the 1970s, a

period that was characterised by the reces-

sion associated with the 1975 oil price crisis,

it still averaged as much as 111�4 percentage

points and fell in the 1980s to an average of

83�4 percentage points. This trend was inter-

rupted by the increase in volatility in the first

half of the 1990s owing to the post-German

unification adjustment processes and the

opening-up of the central and east European

economies. The fluctuations in business activ-

ity, however, increased only temporarily. In

the current decade, unconditional volatility

fell to 8 percentage points. This means that it

has fallen by a substantial 31�4 percentage

points in total since the 1970s.

With firm-specific volatility remaining con-

stant, the decline in overall volatility at the

firm level was due to economic developments

which affected firms in a similar way. This

raises the question as to which conditions

common to firms could have led to the ob-

served decline in sales growth volatility. To ex-

plain the (aggregate) volatility trend, three

main transmission channels are cited.12 One

line of argument holds that the intensity of

economic cycles could have been reduced by

appropriate monetary and fiscal policy (the

“good policy” hypothesis). Another empha-

sises the influence of smaller exogenous

shocks, such as oil price fluctuations (the

“good luck” hypothesis). A further possibility

is that the volatility trend is dependent on

structural change in the economy, such as

technological progress, the underlying condi-

tions for corporate finance or globalisation,

understood here as the growing integration

of the international goods and financial mar-

kets. However, despite intensive research, a

final consensus has not yet been reached.13

Including the firm level for analysing the influ-

ence of macroeconomic factors on the volatil-

ity pattern provides an interesting and de-

tailed picture of the strength of these factors.

The Bundesbank’s econometric studies show

that, in isolation, macroeconomic factors can

explain up to 60% of the variance in sales

growth of a long-lived firm.14 However, on

average across firms, the explanatory power

of the individual macroeconomic develop-

ments is only between 4% and 8%. This indi-

cates significant differences between firms

with regard to the effects of the common

conditions on sales growth volatility.

These divergences are probably due to firm-

specific factors. There is empirical evidence

that large firms’ sales growth is more sensitive

to changes in price competitiveness than that

of smaller firms. This is probably because the

business activity of large firms is generally

geared relatively strongly to international

sales markets. In addition, commodity prices

12 See, for instance, A Pescatori (2008), The Great Mod-
eration: Good luck, good policy, or less oil dependence?,
Economic Commentary, March, Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland; L Gonz�lez Cabanillas and E Ruscher (2008),
The Great Moderation in the euro area: What role have
macroeconomic policies played?, Economic Papers 331,
June, European Commission; and G Young (2008), On
the sources of macroeconomic stability, Quarterly Bulletin
2008 Q2, Bank of England, pp 174-183.
13 In some cases, the results also depend on which
econometric models are being used. See Young, op cit,
p 179.
14 The partial coefficients of determination of the macro-
economic factors are estimated for each firm.

Differences in
firms’ response
to macro-
economic
trends ...

... reflect
firm-specific
factors ...
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have a lesser impact on the sales growth of

services firms than in other sectors because,

for instance, imports of raw materials do not

play a significant role in service providers’ pro-

duction process.

A look at the unconditional volatilities of vari-

ous categories of firms provides further clues.

It becomes clear that macroeconomic devel-

opments tend to have led to a decline in vola-

tility for all firms – following high levels on

the heels of the first oil price crisis and Ger-

man unification. Although the overall volatil-

ity of public limited companies, unlike other

types of firms, has displayed a trend rise since

the early 1980s, this is largely due to an in-

crease in their conditional volatility in the past

two decades, as mentioned earlier.15

By contrast, differences in sectoral business

activity are likely to be the main reason why

volatilities in manufacturing and services have

diverged. The boom and bust period in the IT

industry around the turn of the millennium

coincided with relatively strong volatility of

sales growth in services during the 1998-

2002 period, whereas the volatility of long-

lived manufacturing firms changed only little.

However, it can be seen that the uncondition-

al volatility of the services sector – as well as

the conditional volatility – has, on average,

been above that of manufacturing (+3�4 per-

centage point). This is not least because the

wholesale and retail trade, which has a higher

volatility than many goods-producing firms,

is very strongly represented among the ob-

served firms.

Moreover, market entries and exits of firms

also influence volatility. In order to incorpor-

ate this effect, the present article will proceed

by adding shorter-lived firms to the analysis.

This group includes all firms for which sales

growth figures are available for at least five

consecutive years and also includes the long-

Aggregate output volatility *

* 20-quarter  rolling  centred  standard  devi-
ation of seasonally  and calendar-day adjus-
ted  year-on-year  percentage  change  in 
gross value added at previous-year prices.

Deutsche Bundesbank
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15 Similar discrepancies between listed and unlisted firms
in terms of unconditional volatility can be observed for
the United States, France and the United Kingdom. See
S J Davis, J Haltiwanger, R Jarmin and J Miranda (2006),
Volatility and dispersion in business growth rates: pub-
licly traded versus privately held firms, NBER Working
Paper 12354, Cambridge, MA; D Comin and T Philippon
(2005), The rise in firm-level volatility: causes and conse-
quences, in NBER Macroeconomics Annual, M Gertler
and K Rogoff (eds), Cambridge MA, pp 167-201; D Thes-
mar and M Thoenig (2004), Contrasting trends in firm
volatility: theory and evidence, CEPR Discussion Paper
7135; and M Parker (2006), Diverging trends in aggre-
gate and firm-level volatility in the UK, Bank of England,
External MPC Unit, Discussion Paper 16.

... and sectoral
business activity

Shorter-lived
firms with
higher volatility
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lived firms examined earlier.16 It is found,

firstly, that the volatility of this sample of

firms tends to have fallen much less, at only

11�2 percentage points between the 1970s

and the current decade, than that of long-

lived, stable firms. Secondly, the volatility is,

on average, 21�2 percentage points higher. In

the first instance, this finding is a reflection of

the fact that, as other studies have shown,

newly established firms have a higher sales

volatility, which goes as far as the possibility

of exiting the market altogether.

Since macroeconomic factors were the main

reason for the reduction in unconditional

volatility, it may be concluded that a stable

macroeconomic environment has encouraged

low firm-level volatility. Aggregate develop-

ments thus also form a basis for firm-level

volatility. Therefore, the picture of aggregate

volatility over time is likewise an important

element of a comprehensive analysis.

Aggregate output volatilities

The aggregate volatilities under examination

are defined as rolling standard deviations of

the annual rates of change of real value

added as defined in the national accounts.

On balance, this calculated volatility has a

time profile that is similar to that of the vola-

tility calculated for the firm level as a whole.

In the last few decades before the financial

crisis, both variables were trending down-

Output volatility and value-added
shares by sector

Sector

1971
to
1979

1980
to
1989

1990
to
1999

2000
to
2007

Output volatility
(percentage points) 1, 2

All sectors 2.2 1.8 1.9 1.5
of which

Agriculture, forestry
and fisheries 3.1 6.9 6.1 12.1
Manufacturing 3.8 3.7 4.4 3.5
Construction 6.5 6.5 5.2 4.6
Services 1.3 1.1 1.7 1.3

Trade, hotels and
restaurants 2.7 2.5 3.3 1.9
Financing, renting
and business services 1.7 1.1 2.2 2.0
Public and private
services 1.5 1.0 1.2 0.9

Value added shares
(percentages) 2

All sectors 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
of which

Agriculture, forestry
and fisheries 2.5 1.7 1.2 1.0
Manufacturing 30.1 27.4 22.0 20.6
Construction 6.5 5.4 5.6 3.9
Services 48.5 53.5 59.3 62.5

Trade, hotels and
restaurants 17.0 15.9 16.1 16.0
Financing, renting
and business services 14.5 18.9 23.5 26.0
Public and private
services 17.1 18.6 19.7 20.5

1 Standard deviation of annual percentage changes in
gross value added at previous-year prices. — 2 Calcula-
tions based on quarterly data.

Deutsche Bundesbank

16 No distinction is made between whether firms leave
the market permanently after at least five years or
whether the balance sheet ratios are incomplete over the
observation period.

Stable macro-
economic
environment
favours low
firm-level
volatility

Macro and
micro volatilities
have similar
time profile
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wards. However, the largely uniform trend

patterns of these two variables over time is

not self-evident. In fact, their time profiles are

quite capable of diverging. One reason is

that, in the national accounts, the individual

firms’ output reports are first compiled and

the volatility is then calculated using these

condensed variables. For instance, using this

method of calculation – and unlike the micro-

level view – volatility in manufacturing was

an average of 21�2 percentage points higher

than that in services. Compilation on the ag-

gregate level, as well as the micro-level com-

position of firms, are thus very much capable

of influencing sectoral volatility.

Another potential reason for differences in

firm-level and aggregate volatility profiles

could lie in fluctuations in the contributions

of individual firms to gross value added. This

effect is difficult to quantify at firm level. At

an aggregated level, by contrast, the increas-

ing importance of services output for the

economy as a whole, owing to services’ low

volatility, could also have led to a reduction in

the volatility of gross domestic product (GDP).

It should be noted, however, that the overall

variance (and thus the volatility) of the rate of

change of overall gross value added depends

not just on the weighted sum of partial vari-

ances of individual firms’ rate of change (or

sectors’ rate of change at aggregate level). It

is also affected by the covariance of firm-level

(or sectoral) changes in value added, ie the

type and intensity of the common dispersion.

If the percentage of low-volatility firms or sec-

tors rises while the degree of synchronicity

between individual firms or sectors also in-

creases, the volatility of GDP might even in-

crease. Accordingly – in an aggregate view –

it is possible that, despite the growing signifi-

cance of the services sector, the intensity of

GDP fluctuation increases if, at the same

time, the synchronicity between activity in

the services sector and that in other economic

sectors increases.

At firm level, statistical dispersion measures

such as the interquartile range, ie the differ-

ence, calculated for each year, between the

sales growth of the firms with the lowest

25% and the highest 25% rates of change,

provides evidence of the degree of synchron-

icity between firms. It turns out that the di-

vergence between the sales fluctuations of

shorter-lived firms has, on an average of the

current decade, declined compared with the

Pairwise correlation of sectoral
contributions to growth *

Sector
Manufac-
turing

Construc-
tion Services

1971 Q1 to 1979 Q4
Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries 0.08 – 0.17 0.03
Manufacturing 0.43 0.66
Construction 0.70

1980 Q1 to 1989 Q4
Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries – 0.09 – 0.07 – 0.25
Manufacturing 0.46 0.63
Construction 0.51

1990 Q1 to 1999 Q4
Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries – 0.01 – 0.30 – 0.07
Manufacturing 0.27 0.41
Construction 0.13

2000 Q1 to 2007 Q4
Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries 0.23 0.00 – 0.15
Manufacturing 0.25 0.44
Construction 0.49

* Contributions to gross value added at previous-year prices.
Measures in terms of the correlation coefficient.

Deutsche Bundesbank

Macro volatility
and value
added
components
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1970s. This tendency has been especially pro-

nounced for long-lived firms and may be in-

terpreted as greater synchronicity of firm-level

business trends. By contrast, the correlation

between the service sector’s contribution to

GDP and that of goods and construction out-

put has decreased noticeably, implying lower

synchronicity of sectoral trends. This supports

the hypothesis that the greater significance of

the services sector contributed to the subsid-

ing volatility of German economic activity.

The decline in aggregate volatility in Germany

over the past few decades is consistent with

observations in other industrial countries that

short-term volatility has been undergoing a

similarly pronounced fall not just in terms of

the underlying trend but also quantitatively.

This is a sign that the “Great Moderation”, as

this stylised fact is also called in the literature,

is due to reasons that are common to many

developed economies. This is consistent with

the empirical firm-level finding that macro-

economic factors are the main reason for the

reduction in volatility in Germany. This out-

come can also make a major contribution to

explaining the volatility trend during the

current financial crisis, which has left a se-

verely changed macroeconomic environment

for the German economy in its wake.

Output volatility in the financial crisis

The financial crisis which began around mid-

2007 spelled an abrupt end to the long

period of the “Great Moderation”. The grow-

ing intensity of financial market turbulence in

the late summer of 2008 triggered a global

crisis of confidence and, in Germany, too, led

to severe output losses which caused aggre-

gate volatility to rise considerably. It is there-

fore likely that, over the next one and a half

years, the volatility of German GDP will ex-

ceed the peak levels of the early 1970s and

the period of German unification. For many

industrial nations, which likewise saw their

output fall considerably in the wake of the fi-

nancial crisis, the outcome is expected to be

much the same.

This raises the question of what kept firm-

level and aggregate output volatility at a rela-

tively low level since the mid-1990s. This find-

ing may be regarded as the outcomes of mul-

tiple mutually reinforcing effects.17 Such ef-

fects in this context include global financial

market liberalisation, which made it much

easier to obtain access to credit. Credit risk

transfer instruments – above all, securitisa-

tions – were used to package, diversify and

pass on individually illiquid microeconomic

assets. This coincided with increased lending

to firms and households and the expansion of

a formerly more liquidity-constrained finan-

cing of their investment and consumption ac-

tivities towards asset-backed financing. This

made economic activity more susceptible to

the influence of movements in asset values

and the associated risks. In addition, the rapid

advance of globalisation in the real sector, ie

the rising number of countries participating in

global trade, the vertical integration of pro-

duction chains and the growing tradability of

17 See C Borio (2006), Monetary and prudential policies
at a crossroads? New challenges in the new century, BIS
Working Papers, No 216 and C Borio and I Shim (2007),
What can (macro-)prudential policy do to support monet-
ary policy?, BIS Working Papers, No 242.

“Great Moder-
ation” in many
industrial
countries

Volatility up
sharply owing
to financial
crisis

Key
determinants
of the “Great
Moderation”
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services, led to a succession of positive supply

shocks.

This led to a global expansion of aggregate

demand, amplified by strong credit growth

and the fact that financial market supervision

was, in many cases, not adequate to the risk

involved; this expansion came up against a

growing supply of goods in the wake of glob-

alisation. Added to this was a relatively long

period of low (real) interest rates without any

concurrent build-up of inflationary pressure.

The outcome was an extended period of low

inflation and high output growth. The ex-

tremely benign trends in the macroeconomic

environment are also reflected by firm-level

volatilities in Germany; the volatility of long-

lived firms based on macroeconomic develop-

ments was shrinking sharply during the cur-

rent decade up to the outbreak of the finan-

cial crisis. However, falling volatility in the real

sector coincided with a distinct increase in

the medium-term ups and downs in aggre-

gated asset prices and lending in major indus-

trial countries since the 1980s.

The current financial crisis has shown that, in

the global cyclical upswing, continuously ris-

ing asset prices, falling risk premia and ex-

panded opportunities for obtaining debt fi-

nance enabled the development of self-

reinforcing processes. These processes led to

financial imbalances – ie high financial lever-

age and excessive balance sheet extensions in

the banking system as well as, in the long

term, unsustainable borrowing in some coun-

tries’ private non-financial sectors. These im-

balances led to dislocations in the real sector

and, sooner or later, had to trigger painful

processes of adjustment.

This analysis of the volatility of German firms’

business activity has shown that idiosyncratic

volatility has changed little since the 1970s,

whereas the component of volatility which is

based on macroeconomic factors was trend-

ing downwards up until the outbreak of the

financial crisis. This initially appears to indi-

cate a benign macroeconomic environment

prior to the financial market turmoil. None-

theless, the financial crisis has revealed that

the empirically measured decline in real sector

volatility at the end of the observation period

also stemmed from developments that were

unsustainable; seen in that light, the ob-

served short-term stability harboured decep-

tive elements that emerged in all their viru-

lence with the outbreak of the financial crisis.

Annex

The Pesaran multi-factor residual model

In order to adjust sales growth of individual firms

for macroeconomic effects, this annex uses the

model developed by Pesaran (2006), which as-

sumes a multifactor structure for the residuals.18

(1) git ¼ �
0

idt þ �
0

ixit þ �it;

(2) �it ¼ �
0

ift þ uit;

(3) xit ¼ A
0

idt þ �
0

ift þ vit:

18 See M H Pesaran (2006), Estimation and inference in
large heterogeneous panels with multifactor error struc-
ture, Econometrica, 74 (4), pp 967-1012.

Financial
imbalances
amplified
business cycle

Summary
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Equation (1) assumes that real sales growth of a

firm git is determined by a vector of observed

macroeconomic factors dt, a vector of firm-specific

regressors xit and the error term �it. In equation (2),

the error terms �it are assumed to have a multifac-

tor structure. They depend on a vector of unob-

served macroeconomic factors ft and the idiosyn-

cratic error terms uit, which are assumed to be

uncorrelated with either the observed macroeco-

nomic factors or the firm-specific regressors. Ac-

cording to equation (3), the firm-specific regressors

are affected by observed and unobserved macro-

economic factors alike. The error term vit is that

component of the firm-specific variables on which

macroeconomic factors have no effect. The error

terms uit approximate the firm-specific, idiosyn-

cratic component of a firm’s sales growth and are

used to calculate the conditional, idiosyncratic

volatility of a firm.

Real domestic absorption, global demand for im-

ports and the German economy’s price competi-

tiveness are included as observed macroeconomic

factors which reflect firms’ common sales terms

and conditions. General cost developments are

modelled by commodity prices, the short-term

interest rate and the domestic rate of inflation. The

unobserved macroeconomic factors – in line with

Pesaran – are approximated by the annual cross-

sections of firm-specific variables, real sales and

asset growth, the inventories-to-sales ratio, and

leverage. Firms’ average sales growth incorporates

shifts in trend growth and thus also, for instance,

technological progress, since general increases in

productivity – such as those due to energy-saving

measures – are associated with higher trend

growth. The average inventories-to-sales ratio

reflects technological progress with respect to

inventory management and displays a declining

trend. One possible reason may lie in innovative

instruments that have improved the ability to

forecast the pattern of demand for goods, result-

ing in a reduction in inventory stocks of final goods

needed to ensure deliveries. Another is that im-

provements in inventory management may be

related to “just in time” production and outsour-

cing, which relieve firms of the need to maintain

large stocks of inputs and final products. The

framework for corporate finance is taken into

account by average leverage, which is also modi-

fied by firms in the wake of legislative changes in

accounting rules or capital requirements. Average

leverage tended to rise in the early 1990s before

then receding distinctly. Trend developments in

firm sizes are captured by firms’ average asset

growth.

In order to calculate the idiosyncratic component

of business activity, sales growth of each firm over

the entire 1972-2007 observation period is re-

gressed on the observed and unobserved macro-

economic factors. The residuals of this estimation

correspond to the error terms uit from equation

(2). This approach enables the greatest heterogen-

eity between firms to be obtained.

Panel estimation of conditional firm-level

volatility

To analyse the effects of firm-specific factors on

conditional firm-level volatility, a regression is per-

formed for the firms pooled to a panel. That is, un-

like the multifactor residual model, homogeneous

coefficients are estimated. The conditional volatility

used in the panel estimation is defined by the

square of the idiosyncratic component of sales

growth u2
it – ie sales growth, adjusted, in line with

Pesaran’s thinking, for the effects of observed and

unobserved macroeconomic factors – and thus ap-
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proximates the variance of the idiosyncratic com-

ponent as

(4) u2
it ¼ �0 þ �

0

1vit þ �2� þ �3n þ �
0

4�i þ �5mi þ wit:

�0 denotes a constant and wit the residual. The

vector of regressors vit is adjusted, in a first

step, for macroeconomic effects with the time-

series regression introduced above and thus con-

tains only the idiosyncratic components of the fol-

lowing firm-specific factors: firms’ asset growth,

inventories-to-sales ratio and leverage. In order

to capture longer-term size effects, one-period-

lagged asset growth is also included. An additional

a linear time trend � is entered into the equation.

The dummy variable n models the adjustment pro-

cesses following German unification, taking the

value of 1 from 1991 to 1995 and otherwise zero.

In addition, the vector of fixed effects �i models

the influence of sectoral developments and legal

form as well as a general specification of the time

trend.

The estimation is corrected using the Heckman

procedure since the results depend on looking only

at long-lived firms, for which balance sheet data

are available throughout the entire observation

period. First, a probit model is used to test which

firm-specific factors contribute to the longevity of

a firm. The associated residuals can be used to cal-

culate the Mills ratio. Its inverse mi enters the re-

gression for conditional volatility as a determinant.

Its significance might indicate the influence of the

probit estimation results on the volatility estima-

tion. mi turns out to be statistically significant.

Consequently, the volatility estimate is influenced

by the fact that firms with low sales growth and

low leverage, as well as large firms and public

limited companies, have a higher likelihood of

being represented in the selection of firms (see the

table above).

Factors affecting firms’ longevity o

Regressor
Estimated
coefficient

Sales – 0.000

Sales growth – 0.009***

Leverage – 0.001***

Average sales 1 0.000***

Average sales growth 1 – 1.179***

Average leverage 1 – 0.028***

0/1 dummy for public limited firms 0.396***

0/1 dummy for large firms 1.205***

Constant – 2.608***

o Probit estimation with robust standard errors and time, legal
form and sector fixed effects. The estimated coefficients indi-
cate the impact of each regressor on the dummy variable
being 1, ie the firms being long-lived (37 years). — 1 Average
for each firm across all periods. — ***/ **/ * indicate signifi-
cance at the 1%/ 5%/ 10% levels respectively.

Deutsche Bundesbank




